
Report on Sadbhawna Diwas
Our Institute GIAST has organised Sadbhawna Diwas 
Activity on 21 August ,2021 .

There was a choice in Speech ,Act ,Views and Each group 
have to present any one of the above .In this activity 
students were free to make their groups of their choice.

There were total 4 Performances by groups. 2 from each 
section.

The flow of the programme was like this..

1st It was turn of B1 group which was Komal Kaim and 
group which Include Sakshi ,Poonam, Barkha  along 
with Komal Kaim.They started with the introduction of 
shri Rajeev Gandhi and Sadbhawna Diwas .They 
presented Act representing present terrorism in 
Afghanistan.

They gave a message about adoption of peace, equality 
and Non violence. And also included a pledge. There was 
a little technical audio problem but overall They received 
a Good feedback and were appreciated for touching the 
painful scenario of Afghanistan.

Moving forward It was Turn of



 A1 which include Bhavya Arora .Her speech started with 
Introduction of Shri Rajeev Gandhi and hi achievements 
.Then she explained Afghanistan situation And at the end 
she included pledge and Sanskrit shloka presenting 
equality and unity. She also got an excellent feedback for 
her informative speech and message and was 
appreciated for showing concern for Afghanistan 
situation.

Now it was turn of

 B2 Group which includes Akanksha ,Vaishali ,Vidya 
,Kamakshi. There presentation started with introduction 
of Sadbhawna Diwas and Shri Rajeev Gandhi. Vidya   
explained the value of peace and effect of Afghanistan 
situation on us .she emphasised the unity of whole world 
for which she was appreciated also by teachers. Group 
B2 also received good feedback from teachers .

Now it was turn of last but not the least ..

A2 Group which included Shashthi shree, Bharti Suman, 
Mansi ,Mansi , Priya ,Amrita ,Aisha Dinky . They started 
with the Introduction of Shri Rajeev Gandhi and 
Sadbhawna Diwas They talked about various Attacks on 
India by terrorists . Suman explained love and peace 
through a song which was appreciated by teachers . They 



included the role of us and education to develop unity 
and also explained how people somewhere somehow 
discriminate others daily. Mansi ended the performance 
with a poem . They also received Good feedback .

At the end Praveen mam and jasmeet mam appreciated 
efforts of participants and also told us to follow the thing 
which was emphasised in the whole programme and it is 
peace and equality . She also explained the constitutional 
article which talks about equality .

Jasmeet mam has told that there is need to take care 
about groups formation as there was unbalanced groups 
So from next time there should be equal distribution of 
groups members . At the end Meeting was ended with a 
hope and message of equality and peace .


